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Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is the retrieval of images from a collection by 

means of internal feature measures of the information content of the images. In CBIR 

systems, text media is usually used only to retrieve exemplar images for further 

searching by image feature content. This research work describes a new method for 

integrating multimedia text and image content features to increase the retrieval 

performance of the system. I am exploring the content-based features of an image 

extracted from a video to build a storyboard for search retrieval of images. 

Metadata encoded multimedia features include extracting primitive features like color, 

shape and text from an image. Histograms are built for all the features extracted and 

stored in a database. Images are searched based on comparing these histogram values 

of the extracted image with the stored values. These histogram values are used for 

extraction of keyframes from a collection of images parsed from a video file. Individual 

shots of images are extracted from a video clip and run through processes that extract 

the features and build the histogram values. A keyframe extraction algorithm is run to 

get the keyframes from the collection of images to build a storyboard of images. 

In video retrieval, speech recognition and other multimedia encoding could help improve 

the CBIR indexing technique and makes keyframe extraction and searching effective. 

Research in area of embedding sound and other multimedia could enhance effective 

video retrieval. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 

The subject of this problem in lieu of thesis is “content based image retrieval by 

integration of metadata encoded multimedia (image and text) features in constructing a 

video summarizer application [23]”. “Metadata encoded multimedia features [23]”, here 

in this sense, is extracting primitive features from an image like color, shape and text to 

encode them as metadata for effective retrieval purposes. “Content based image 

retrieval” is self explanatory by the above meaning. In this thesis work, I am exploring 

the content-based features of an image extracted from a video to build a storyboard for 

search retrieval of images. 

Interest in the potential of digital images has increased enormously over the last few 

years. The problems of image retrieval are becoming widely recognized, and the search 

for solutions an increasingly active area for research and development.  

Problems with traditional methods of image indexing [5] have led to the rise of interest in 

techniques for retrieving images on the basis of automatically-derived features such as 

color, texture and shape - a technology now referred to as content-based image 

retrieval (CBIR). In the absence of hard evidence on the effectiveness of CBIR 

techniques in practice, opinion is still divided about their usefulness in handling real-life 

queries in large and diverse image collections.  
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CBIR owes it origins to the seminal work of David Marr who was first to note that 

primitive image features, such as lines, edges, angles, grayscale, RGB, spatial 

proximity, etc, were adequate for a machine to extrapolate meaning sufficient for limited 

image understanding, pattern matching, and retrieval. Although many such primitive 

measures are possible, there is no set of optimal ones that lead to perfect retrieval.  

In a typical procedure, pixel values from an image are placed in histogram intervals. For 

example, grayscale values for an image would be placed in histogram intervals from 0-

255. The histogram is then stored in a database management system (DBMS), and is 

"searched" by comparison of the histogram values of an image extracted in the same 

manner with the stored values. The major efficiency drawback to this technique is that 

the extracted image information is considerable, and must be stored separately from the 

image in a separate file typically linked to the image source by a database pointer. 

In the procedure of this thesis work, histogram values are converted to a single value 

using a technique known as a Lorenz transform (LT) [3]. In an LT, the shape of the 

histogram values are recorded through differentiation, and thus reduced to a single 

number. These numbers may then be recorded as metadata nametags. 

The retrieval algorithm is thus to compare for each tag of the image, the absolute 

difference between the first value (e.g. grayscale) of the image collection, stopping the 

search when a user established threshold has been reached. Moreover, since the tag 

values are grouped, different thresholds may be established for different classes of 

measures such as color or shape. 

The video summarizer application was built following the 3rd International Conference 

on the challenge of the image retrieval sponsored by the Institute for Image Data 
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Research of the University of Northumbria in Brighton, United Kingdom [21][6]. Details 

of the image retrieval system architecture and performance are documented in two 

papers presented in 2001 at the 10th World Wide Web conference in Hong Kong, 

special administrative region [11]. The application is used to index into an mpeg movie 

and extract image frames at every five-second interval. These images are processed 

and key frames are extracted to build a storyboard. The key frame extraction algorithm 

was developed at National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and is 

described in Rorvig (1993)[20]. This algorithm is presently is used to summarize 

international space station video downlink at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, 

Texas, USA. 

 

1.2 Programming Languages and API’s Used 

The java image processing libraries and API are used to build the video summarizer. 

The standalone application is built using Microsoft’s VJ++ IDE. The java API - java 

advanced imaging toolkit is used to extract measures from images to build the LT 

measures. Java media framework toolkit is used to extract images from an mpeg movie 

clip at every five seconds.  

The java advanced imaging (JAI) API further extends the java platform by allowing 

sophisticated, high-performance image processing to be incorporated into java applets 

and applications. JAI is a set of classes providing imaging functionality. 

JAI implements a set of core image processing capabilities including image tiling, 

regions of interest, and deferred execution. JAI also offers a set of core image 
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processing operators including many common points, area, and frequency-domain 

operators.  

JAI is intended to meet the needs of all imaging applications. The API is highly 

extensible, allowing new image processing operations to be added in such a way as to 

appear to be a native part of it. Thus, JAI benefits virtually all java developers who want 

to incorporate imaging into their applets and applications. 

The JMF 1.0 API (the java media player API) enables programmers to develop java 

programs that presented time-based media. The JMF 2.0 API extends the framework to 

provide support for capturing and storing media data, controlling the type of processing 

that is performed during playback, and performing custom processing on media data 

streams. It helps in breaking the video into individual shots for processing of images. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Growth of Digital Imaging 

Images now play a crucial role in fields as diverse as medicine, journalism, advertising, 

design, education and entertainment. Technology, in the form of inventions such as 

photography and television, has played a major role in facilitating the capture and 

communication of image data. But the real engine of the imaging revolution has been 

the computer, bringing with it a range of techniques for digital image capture, 

processing, storage and transmission. Once computerized imaging became affordable, 

it soon penetrated into areas traditionally depending heavily on images for 

communication, such as engineering, architecture and medicine. Photograph libraries, 

art galleries and museums, too, began to see the advantages of making their collections 

available in electronic form. 

2.2 Image Retrieval Features 

2.2.1 Retrieval by Primitive Features 

This level of retrieval uses features (such as color, texture, shape or the spatial location 

of image elements) that are both objective, and directly derivable from the images 

themselves, without the need to refer to any external knowledge base. It is used in 

special applications as trademark registration, identification of drawings in a design 

archive, or color matching of fashion accessories.  
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2.2.2 Retrieval by Derived (Logical) Features 

This level of retrieval involves some degree of logical inference about the identity of the 

objects depicted in the image with reference to some outside store of knowledge. It can 

be divided further into: 

a. Retrieval of objects of a given type. 

b. Retrieval of individual objects or persons. 

2.2.3 Retrieval by Abstract Attributes 

This level of retrieval involves a significant amount of high-level reasoning about the 

meaning and purpose of the objects or scenes depicted. Again, this can be subdivided 

into: 

a. Retrieval of named events or types of activity. 

b. Retrieval of pictures with emotional or religious significance. 

Complex reasoning, and often subjective judgment, can be required to make the link 

between image content and the abstract concepts it is required to illustrate.  

This classification ignores a further type of image query - retrieval by associated 

metadata such as, who created the image, where and when. It is not because such 

retrieval is unimportant, it is because metadata is textual, and it is primarily a text 

retrieval issue. 
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2.3 Video Queries 

Video sequences are an important form of image data for many users, and pose 

challenge to those responsible for their storage and retrieval, because of their additional 

complexity and their sheer volume. Video images contain a lot of primitive data types 

and occupy more storage, and can take hours to process them, while processing for still 

images takes seconds. A common way of organizing a video for retrieval is to prepare a 

storyboard of annotated still images (keyframes) representing each scene. Another is to 

prepare a series of short video clips, each capturing the essential details of a single 

sequence - a process sometimes described as video skimming.  

Video queries can be categorized by level in just the same way as still images. In this 

case, retrieval by primitive features includes object motion as well as color, texture or 

shape. Retrieval by derived features includes named types of action, though retrieval by 

abstract attributes differs little between video and still images. Videos also differ from 

still images in another respect: few of them consist purely of image data. A typical video 

will have a soundtrack containing music, speech and other sounds, text appearing in the 

video sequence. All of these can provide additional information for retrieval.  
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2.4 What is CBIR? 

The use of the term content-based image retrieval in the literature seems to have been 

by Kato [13], to describe his experiments into automatic retrieval of images from a 

database by color and shape feature. The term has been used to describe the process 

of retrieving desired images from a large collection on the basis of features (such as 

color, texture and shape) that can be automatically extracted from the images 

themselves. The features used for retrieval can be either primitive or semantic, but the 

extraction process must be automatic. Retrieval of images by manually assigned 

keywords is not CBIR, as the term is generally understood - even if the keywords 

describe image content.  

CBIR differs from classical information retrieval in that image databases are essentially 

unstructured, since digitized images consist purely of arrays of pixel intensities, with no 

inherent meaning. One of the key issues with any kind of image processing is the need 

to extract useful information from the raw data (such as recognizing the presence of 

particular shapes or textures) before any kind of reasoning about the image's contents 

is possible.  

CBIR draws many of its methods from the field of image processing and computer 

vision. Image processing covers a much wider field, including image enhancement, 

compression, transmission, and interpretation. While there are gray areas (such as 

object recognition by feature analysis), the distinction between mainstream image 

analysis and CBIR is usually fairly clear-cut.  
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Key research issues in video retrieval include:  

automatic shot and scene detection ♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

ways of combining video, text and sound for retrieval 

effective presentation of search output for the user 
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3. CURRENT TECHNIQUES FOR IMAGE AND VIDEO RETRIEVAL 

3.1 Organizing an Image Collection 

Managers of large image collections such as picture libraries and design archives have 

recognized the need for efficient storage and retrieval of images. While it is feasible to 

identify a desired image from a small collection by browsing, more effective techniques 

are needed with collections containing thousands of items. The normal technique used 

is to assign metadata in the form of keywords, subject headings or classification codes 

to each image when it is first added to the collection, and to use these descriptors as 

retrieval keys at search time.  

3.2 Indexing Schemes 

Many picture libraries use keywords as their main form of retrieval - often using indexing 

schemes developed in-house, which reflect the special nature of their collections. 

Retrieval software has been developed to allow users to submit and refine queries.  

A number of indexing schemes use classification codes rather than keywords or subject 

descriptors to describe image content, as these can give a greater degree of language 

independence and show concept hierarchies more clearly.  
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3.3 Research into Indexing Effectiveness 

Current image indexing techniques have much strength. Keyword indexing has high 

expressive power - it can be used to describe almost any aspect of image content. It is 

in principle easily extensible to accommodate new concepts, and can be used to 

describe image content at varying degrees of complexity. There is a wide range of 

available text retrieval software to automate the actual process of searching. But the 

process of manual indexing, whether by keywords or classification codes, suffers from 

two significant drawbacks. Firstly, it is inherently very labor-intensive. Manual indexing 

times for video are likely to be even longer.  

Secondly, manual indexing does not appear to be particularly reliable as a means of 

subject retrieval of images. There are wide disparities in the keywords assigned to the 

same picture.  

Seloff [24] describes the inherent problem of image retrieval within many visual archives 

as being "both the sparsity and inconsistency of textual descriptions evoked by the 

visual content of the image." The descriptive cataloging of similar images can vary 

widely particularly if carried out at separate times. Over a period, vocabulary changes 

and evolves along with the discipline. The major problem however is that the task of 

describing image content is highly subjective. The viewpoint of the cataloger or indexer 

may be different from the perspective of the user, who he or she may be an expert in 

the discipline. A picture can mean different things to different people, and it will also 

mean different things to the same person at different times.  

It is perhaps surprising that the role of the intermediary in image searching has not been 

more widely discussed, in view of evidence that it can affect the way in which users 
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interact with the retrieval process in text retrieval systems [25]. With the move towards 

digital libraries and an ethos of self-service in academic institutions, the role of the 

intermediary is increasingly being called into question. A systematic study of the value 

of using intermediaries for image indexing and searching seems long overdue. By 

contrast, the involvement of the user in the description and indexing of images has been 

the topic of a number of studies. 

In contrast with the situation in text retrieval, where index language effectiveness has 

been the subject of intensive study for more than thirty years, there is little hard 

evidence on the effectiveness of visual information retrieval systems of any kind. One 

reason for this is the lack of any universally accepted methodology for evaluating 

multimedia system effectiveness.  
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4. CONTENT-BASED IMAGE AND VIDEO RETRIEVAL 

4.1 CBIR Techniques 

CBIR operates on retrieving stored images from a collection by comparing features 

automatically extracted from the images. The features used are mathematical measures 

of color, texture or shape. A typical system allows users to formulate queries by 

submitting an example of the type of image being sought, though some offer 

alternatives such as selection from a palette or sketch input. The system then identifies 

those stored images whose feature values match those of the query most closely, and 

displays thumbnails of these images on the screen. Some of the features used for 

image retrieval are: 

4.1.1 Color Retrieval 

Each image added to the collection is analyzed to compute a color histogram, which 

shows the proportion of pixels of each color within the image. The color histogram for 

each image is then stored in the database. At search time, the user can either specify 

the desired proportion of each color or submit an example image from which a color 

histogram is calculated. Either way, the matching process then retrieves those images 

whose color histograms match those of the query most closely.  
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4.1.2 Texture Retrieval 

The ability to retrieve images on the basis of texture similarity may not seem very 

useful. But the ability to match on texture similarity can often be useful in distinguishing 

between areas of images with similar color. A variety of techniques have been used for 

measuring texture similarity. Essentially, these calculate the relative brightness of 

selected pairs of pixels from each image. From these it is possible to calculate 

measures of image texture such as the degree of contrast, coarseness, directionality 

and regularity [26], or periodicity, directionality and randomness [15].  

4.1.3 Shape Retrieval 

The ability to retrieve by shape is perhaps the most obvious requirement at the primitive 

level. Unlike texture, shape is a fairly well defined concept - and there is considerable 

evidence that natural objects are primarily recognized by their shape [2]. A number of 

features characteristic of object shape (but independent of size or orientation) are 

computed for every object identified within each stored image. Queries are then 

answered by computing the same set of features for the query image, and retrieving 

those stored images whose features most closely match those of the query. Two main 

types of shape feature are commonly used - global features such as aspect ratio, 

circularity and moment invariants [17] and local features such as sets of consecutive 

boundary segments [16]. Alternative methods proposed for shape matching have 

included elastic deformation of templates [18][4], comparison of directional histograms 

of edges extracted from the image [9][1], and shocks, skeletal representations of object 

shape that can be compared using graph matching techniques [14][27].  
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4.1.4 Retrieval by Other Types of Primitive Features 

One of the oldest-established means of accessing pictorial data is retrieval by its 

position within an image. Accessing data by spatial location is an essential aspect of 

geographical information systems. Improved algorithms for spatial retrieval are still 

being proposed [8]. 

Several other types of image feature have been proposed as a basis for CBIR. Most of 

these rely on complex transformations of pixel intensities, which have no obvious 

counterpart in any human description of an image. Another method giving interesting 

results is retrieval by appearance. Two versions of this method have been developed, 

one for whole-image matching and one for matching selected parts of an image.  

The advantage of all these techniques is that they can describe an image at varying 

levels of detail (useful in natural scenes where the objects of interest may appear in a 

variety of guises), and avoid the need to segment the image into regions of interest 

before shape descriptors can be computed.  
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4.2 Video Retrieval 

Video sequences are an increasingly important form of image data. The first step is to 

divide up the video into five-second individual shot images. Normally, the change from 

one shot to the next involves a sudden change in screen image content and camera 

angle. Such changes can be detected automatically through analysis of color 

histograms, texture and motion vectors from sequences of individual frames. The image 

shots are passed through a process for extraction of image features like red, green, 

blue and gray scale components, and distance from the origin and angle from the origin. 

Histograms are generated for the extracted features from the images. Edge detection 

algorithms are used to calculate distance from the origin and angle from the origin. 

Additional features such as hough transforms can be added to increase the indexing 

effectiveness.  

Lorentz Information measures are used to generate metadata from the extracted 

histogram values of the images. From the generated LT measure values, keyframes are 

generated (again, by analysis of color and texture histograms) using a key frame 

extraction algorithm. The complete set of keyframes for the video thus forms a 

storyboard for the video, which can then be manually annotated, or stored in an image 

database for browsing or content-based retrieval.  

 The ability to use speech information to resolve ambiguities in video interpretation (and 

vice versa) has led to some quite impressive results. 

Java media framework and java advanced Imaging toolkits are helpful in construction of 

the video summarizer application. The video summarizer application is storyboard for 

image browsing and demonstrating content-based image retrieval. 
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The JMF API provides support for capturing and storing media data. It helps in breaking 

the video into individual shots for processing of images. 

To access individually decoded video frames pass through plug-in codec’s are used to 

callback individual video frames. A codec is a single-input, single-output processing 

component. It reads data for an individual track, processes the data, and output the 

results. When implementing a codec, the process function should be implemented to 

actually access individual video frames. The video frames comes as buffers, which are 

then fed to the java advanced imaging api’s to create individual image shots. These 

images are extracted every five seconds. 

The following code shows how to store individual shots as images for processing. 

frame – buffer accessed from the process function in the codec. 

Read the video format and create an appropriate image. Create an output stream to 

write the video instance to a file in JPEG format. Use the JAI libraries to write the media 

to the file. 

BufferToImage bti = new BufferToImage((VideoFormat)frame.getFormat()); 

java.awt.Image op = bti.createImage(frame); 

java.io.FileOutputStream stream = null; 

RenderedOp node = JAI.create("awtimage",op); 

java.io.File filename = new java.io.File(outputFile); 

stream = new java.io.FileOutputStream(filename); 

JAI.create("encode", (RenderedOp)node, stream, new String("JPEG"), null); 
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// Store the image in the JPG format. 

JAI.create("filestore", (RenderedOp)node, filename.getAbsolutePath() + 

java.io.File.separator + outputFile, new String("JPEG")); 

All the created image instances from the video at every five seconds are processed to 

produce lorentz information measures. 

All the images are subjected to creation of histograms for RGB values, gray scale 

values, distance and angles from the origin. 

Example code for creation of histograms using JAI libraries –  

int[] bins = { 256, 256, 256};  // Number of bands and size of bins 

double[] low = { 0.0D, 0.0D, 0.0D };    // Low values for each band 

double[] high = { 256.0D, 256.0D, 256.0D };// High values for each band. 

int i,j,k; 

Histogram histogram = new Histogram(bins, low, high); //Calling the histogram class 

ParameterBlock pb = new ParameterBlock();// ParameterBlock class takes the image 

and histogram objects. 

pb.addSource(bi);       // Look in api for more details 

pb.add(histogram); 

pb.add(null); 

pb.add(1); 

pb.add(1); 
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RenderedOp op = JAI.create("histogram", pb, null);// Call the histogram. 

histogram = (Histogram) op.getProperty("histogram"); // Get the histogram property of 

the rendered image 

Using the histogram object RGB histogram values are generated. Similar technique is 

used to generate gray scale histograms. 

Edge detection algorithms are used to generate histograms for distance and angle from 

origin features. 

public PlanarImage edgeDetection(BufferedImage bi) 

{ // Create the gradient operation which generates the edge detected images. 

PlanarImage op = (PlanarImage)JAI.create("gradientmagnitude", pi, kern_h, kern_v); 

return op; 

} 

Kernel values used for edge detection are: 

 // Create the two kernels for edge detection. 

 data_h = new float[] { 1.0F,   0.0F,   -1.0F, 

                                    1.414F, 0.0F,   -1.414F, 

                                    1.0F,   0.0F,   -1.0F}; 

 data_v = new float[] {-1.0F,  -1.414F, -1.0F, 

                                    0.0F,   0.0F,    0.0F, 

                                    1.0F,   1.414F,  1.0F}; 
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 kern_h = new KernelJAI(3,3,data_h);     // For edge detection purposes 

 kern_v = new KernelJAI(3,3,data_v); 

Using the histogram values for all the features derived from the image, lorentz 

information measures are deduced for each image. This information is encoded in the 

form of metadata into the images. Using these encoded measures for each image 

keyframe extraction is done using a keyframe extraction algorithm. Extracted keyframes 

are used to build a storyboard. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 

CBIR at present is still very much a research topic. The technology is exciting but 

immature. The application areas most likely to benefit from the adoption of CBIR are 

those where retrieval by primitive features techniques can be directly applied. 

Trademark image searching is an obvious example - while the technology of shape 

retrieval may not be perfect, it is already good enough to be useful in a commercial 

environment. Other areas where retrieval by primitive image feature is likely to be 

beneficial are crime prevention (including identification of shoe prints and car tracks as 

well as faces and fingerprints), architectural design (retrieval of similar previous designs 

and standard components) and medical diagnosis (retrieval of cases with similar 

features). It is also unlikely that general-purpose image retrieval software will meet the 

needs of these user communities without a significant degree of customization. Each of 

these application areas has their own range of special needs and constraints. Software 

solutions that fail to address these needs are unlikely to perform well enough to 

convince users that they are worth adopting. 

Video asset management is an area that is already benefiting from CBIR technology, in 

the form of shot boundary detection and keyframe extraction. Even if manual annotation 

techniques are used for the remainder of the indexing process, considerable cost 

savings can be demonstrated.  

The volume of research into improved techniques for CBIR is increasing every year. 

Even allowing for the fact that much of it is concerned with minor modifications to 

existing methods, there is enough genuine innovation in areas such as semantic image 
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retrieval, cross-media content description, and user interaction for us to be confident 

that there will be significant advances in commercially-available CBIR technology over 

the next ten years. 

In video retrieval, speech recognition and other multimedia encoding could help improve 

the CBIR indexing technique and makes searching effective. Research in area of 

embedding sound and other multimedia could enhance effective video retrieval. 
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